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Evaluating automatic speech recognition for L2 
pronunciation feedback: a focus on Google Translate

Paul John1, Walcir Cardoso2, and Carol Johnson3

Abstract. This study examines the L2 pronunciation feedback provided by the 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) functionality in Google Translate (GT). 
We focus on three Quebec Francophone (QF) errors in English: th-substitution, 
h-deletion, and h-epenthesis. Four hundred and eighty male and female QF recordings 
of sentences with correctly and incorrectly pronounced final items (e.g. I don’t 
know who to thank versus tank) were played into GT. Errors were equally divided 
between mispronunciations leading to real word (thank → tank) and nonword output 
(thief → tief). As anticipated, we found greater transcription accuracy for correct 
pronunciations and, among incorrect pronunciations, for real words versus nonwords. 
Overall, our findings suggest ASR can be highly effective for pronunciation feedback. 
We also examined transcriptions for gender bias, since ASR systems are often trained 
on corpora with more male voices, but our concerns proved unfounded: surprisingly, 
higher transcription accuracy was found for female recordings.

Keywords: automatic speech recognition, Google Translate, L2 pronunciation, 
corrective feedback, gender bias.

1. Introduction

ASR technology constitutes a promising means for second language (L2) learners 
to access feedback on pronunciation errors. For example, QFs typically struggle 
with English /θ/ and /h/, tending to substitute /t/ for /θ/ (thank → tank), and to 
delete or epenthesize /h/ (heat → _eat / air → hair respectively) (Brannen, 2011; 
John & Cardoso, 2009). If QFs use ASR to transcribe their output for targets 
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such as thank, heat, and air (e.g. in a reading-aloud task), they may find that 
the transcription reflects the incorrect pronunciations tank, eat, and hair. The 
transcription thus provides the invaluable feedback that learners have produced 
instances of th-substitution, h-deletion, and h-epenthesis, and learners can revise 
their pronunciation until the transcription matches the target.

Corrective feedback is an effective means of promoting L2 pronunciation accuracy 
(Lyster, Saito, & Sato, 2013). Immediate feedback is, however, hard to provide, 
and delayed feedback (e.g. on recordings) is time-consuming for teachers to 
formulate, so learners may not receive much feedback. This is where ASR can 
fill the gap, generating feedback that learners access ‘anytime-anywhere’ to 
engage in autonomous learning (van Lieshout & Cardoso, 2022). Nonetheless, 
questions remain regarding the adequacy of ASR-generated feedback, as in the 
widely available tool GT. To what extent do GT transcriptions capture correct and 
incorrect pronunciation?

Our study investigates transcription accuracy for items appearing in sentence 
contexts rather than in isolation (e.g. in wordlists). In this case, GT can identify the 
target item using not only phonetic but also contextual (syntactic/collocational/
semantic) cues (Ashwell & Elam, 2017). Under these conditions, we expected 
higher transcription accuracy for correctly than incorrectly pronounced target 
items. Given correct pronunciation (I don’t know who to thank), phonetic and 
contextual cues converge on the target item. Given incorrect pronunciation 
(I don’t know who to tank), phonetic and contextual cues conflict, and GT 
may transcribe contextually motivated thank rather than phonetically accurate 
tank, thereby failing to flag the pronunciation error. The adequacy of ASR-
based feedback depends on transcriptions both confirming correct and flagging 
incorrect pronunciations.

With incorrect pronunciations, we also anticipated greater accuracy for real 
words (thank → tank; heat → _eat; air → hair) versus nonword output (thief → 
tief; head → _ead; ice → hice). Nonwords being absent from the GT lexicon, 
the technology should fail to flag such errors, often supplying the contextually 
appropriate item. Finally, we investigated ASR for gender bias: since ASR is often 
trained on corpora with more male voices (Tatman, 2017), we anticipated a male 
transcription advantage.

The following summarizes our predictions regarding transcription accuracy (with 
‘˃’ indicating ‘greater than’): correct ˃ incorrect pronunciations; real word ˃ 
nonword output; male ˃ female speech.
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2. Method

One hundred and twenty sentences were recorded by four male (M) and four 
female (F) QF adults with correct and incorrect pronunciation of final items starting 
with /θ/, /h/, or a vowel. Among incorrect pronunciations, 60 led to real word and 
60 to nonword output. Four hundred and eighty recordings (four versions of each 
sentence: 1M/1F recording with correct/incorrect pronunciation) were played into 
GT and coded for final-item transcription accuracy.

Among inaccurate transcriptions for correctly/incorrectly pronounced items, we 
also determined rates of ‘false alarms’ and ‘false negatives’. A false alarm involves, 
for example, correctly realized thank being transcribed as tank, misleadingly 
suggesting the learner has substituted /t/ for /θ/. A false negative involves thank 
being transcribed as thank, despite being incorrectly realized as tank, misleadingly 
indicating target-like pronunciation.

3. Results and discussion

Table 1 presents accuracy rates for transcriptions of correctly pronounced sentence-
final items. The overall accuracy rate (88.33%) for correct pronunciations is 
reassuring: in most cases, GT confirmed the target-like pronunciation.

Furthermore, among inaccurate transcriptions (11.66%), we can report that fully 
half (5.83%) constitute ‘near-accurate’ transcriptions. That is, the mistranscription 
nonetheless started with the problematic target sound (e.g. output thrifty was 
transcribed as thirsty), from which learners can correctly conclude that they 
successfully realized the target sound (/θ/ in this example). In addition, no false 
alarms occurred among the mistranscriptions: correctly pronounced thank-heat-air 
were never transcribed as tank-eat-hair. Again, the absence of such misleading 
feedback is encouraging.

Table 1. Transcription accuracy: correct pronunciations (%)
Target items M F M + F
th-initial 72.50 85.00 78.75
h-initial 90.00 97.50 93.75
V-initial 87.50 97.50 92.50
Mean 83.33 93.33 88.33
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Table 2 presents accuracy rates for transcriptions of incorrectly pronounced 
sentence-final items leading to real word (a) and nonword output (b).

Table 2. Transcription accuracy: incorrect pronunciations (%)
a. Real word output (thank → tank)
Target items M F M + F
th-initial 30.00 40.00 35.00
h-initial 35.00 65.00 50.00
V-initial 30.00 85.00 57.50
Mean 31.66 63.33 47.50
b. Nonword output (thief → tief)
Target items M F M + F
th-initial 0.00 0.00 0.00
h-initial 5.00 15.00 10.00
V-initial 10.00 20.00 15.00
Mean 5.00 11.66 8.33

As expected, the overall mean for incorrect pronunciations resulting in real words 
(47.5%) is considerably lower than for correct pronunciations (88.33%). The 
mean for nonword output (8.33%) is lower still, so GT is virtually incapable of 
providing feedback on nonword mispronunciations. Exceptions were mainly due 
to the technology identifying proper nouns corresponding to phonetic input (e.g. 
oil → hoil was transcribed as Hoyle, a place name). This is important information 
for teachers who wish to design ASR-based pronunciation activities: these should 
target items that, if mispronounced, lead to real word output. Since GT flags almost 
half the real word errors here, it constitutes an effective tool for providing QF ESL 
learners with pronunciation feedback. Moreover, some mistranscriptions (14.5% in 
all) were ‘near-accurate’: for example, output teft for theft was transcribed as test, 
which captures the mispronunciation.

Nonetheless, GT generated numerous false negatives: 36.66% (real word output) 
and 65% (nonword output). Consequently, to verify pronunciation ability, learners 
should test themselves on multiple tokens, practicing until transcriptions are 
consistently accurate. Alternatively, learners can produce items in isolation, thus 
eliminating the possibility that GT bases its transcription on contextual cues.

Interestingly, contra the expected pattern for gender bias, transcription accuracy for 
F recordings is higher than for M recordings across the board, whether for correct 
(Table 1) or incorrect pronunciations (Table 2). Conceivably, the F recordings 
contained the more careful pronunciation that typifies female L2 speech (Moyer, 
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2016). This hypothetically clearer articulation may facilitate automatic recognition 
of individual items and override any inherent gender bias in the technology.

4. Conclusions

Our findings indicate that ASR is a highly promising tool for much-needed L2 
pronunciation feedback. GT showed high transcription accuracy for correct 
pronunciations and no false alarms. Moreover, the consistently higher transcription 
accuracy for female voices suggests that concerns about ASR gender bias are 
unfounded. Although ASR struggles with nonword errors (8.33% transcription 
accuracy), almost half of real word errors in a sentence context were flagged, and 
we would expect even higher transcription accuracy for items spoken in isolation. 
Indeed, the next stage of research will target wordlists, such that transcriptions are 
based on phonetic input alone, without contextual cues. Future research could also 
go beyond consonants to include L2 vowel and lexical stress errors. In sum, while 
the technology has certain limitations for teachers to highlight and explain, L2 
learners can use ASR to access invaluable feedback on pronunciation.
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